


Introduction 
 
Design systems mean different things to different people. And 
depending on your team’s level of design maturity, there are many 
ways to approach building and managing your design system. 

A design system is an investment in your future: the future of your 
team, your product(s), and your ability to move nimbly in a rapidly 
evolving market. This book will help you:

• Understand where you’re at with your current design system 
and gaps that may need to be addressed

• Avoid mistakes design system experts made when they were 
first getting started

• Start the conversation about design systems with key 
stakeholders

• Ensure your design system isn’t just an artifact, but used across 
your organization

• Collaborate, grow, and iterate, whether you’re a team of 1 or 100

Throughout this book, we’ll share tips for how to leverage  
Abstract for your design system, straight from Abstract product 
design experts.
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KATHERINE BRANDY  
PRODUCT DESIGNER, SOLARIA LABS 

LIBERTY MUTUAL INSURANCE 

DESIGN SYSTEMS AT STARTUP SCALE: YES,PLEASE!

Consistency in how you 
present yourself is one of 

the most underrated — but 
most straightforward —

ways to boost your brand. 
Never underestimate how 

consistent branding, visual 
design, and language patterns 

can build trust, elevate your 
company’s message, and 
reach more customers.

https://medium.com/solaria-labs-blog/design-systems-at-startup-scale-yes-please-dc9c35529f99


Why spend time on 
a design system?
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You’ve likely been bombarded with all kinds of gospel about design 
systems. Blog posts about how design systems are a driving force 
in product design. Newsletters about how design systems are fuel 
for scaling your business, podcasts espousing the best processes, 
and Design Twitter threads pressuring process-averse designers to 
get with the program.

How does the conversation make you feel?
If you’re already under pressure to produce the next big thing in 
design or overwhelmed by your product backlog, why should you 
prioritize a design system? When time is your biggest enemy (whose 
isn’t?), why should you slow down to get your systems in order? We 
face the same questions at Abstract, and so do our customers.

The answer boils down to this: Design systems help you succeed 
in the long run — saving time, over time. Design systems are 
an investment in your organization’s future, kind of like a 401K. 
Plain and simple, design systems are a unified way to design, 
build, and maintain user interfaces. They often serve as the 
common touchpoint between several teams, and should reflect all 
stakeholders’ goals and priorities. 

Take time to save time

As Kevin Smith, the visual design lead for Cisco’s Webex Platform 
& Momentum Design System, explains in this interview, his team 
invested significant time into setting up their design system. But 
the return on investment is immeasurable in saving time and money 
for the long haul.

I would place an estimate on our time/cost 
savings on the design side somewhere in the 
tens of thousands of hours range, and on the 
development side easily landing somewhere in the 
hundreds of thousands of hours range, just since 
the introduction of Momentum.

https://www.abstract.com/blog/cisco-enterprise-design-system/
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Is there a plug-and-play way to create  
a design system?
Not exactly. Not yet anyway.

As Clearleft Co-founder Andy Budd explains, digital design 
systems as we know them today haven’t been around long enough 
for teams to have built up significant institutional knowledge. 
“Most teams starting out on this journey will be doing it for the 
first time, so will struggle with the Rumsfeldism of not knowing 
what they don’t know,” he says. “There are a ton of common pitfalls 
we see repeat themselves time and time again.” Seeking out 
experienced advice can avoid a whole world of unnecessary pain, 
and ensure your design systems gets adopted and starts delivering 
the value you promised it would.

There is no one-size-fits-all, cookie-cutter approach to creating 
a design system but, there are endless best practices, tips, and 
examples to glean insights from. 

In this guide, you’ll learn how companies including Microsoft, 
Pinterest, Cisco, and Barclays Banking created their design 
systems. You’ll learn philosophies from pioneers in the industry  
like Budd, and you’ll discover how leaner organizations approach 
the process as well. We also share how the product designers  
at Abstract use Abstract to create and manage our team’s  
design system. 

Regardless of organizational size, you’ll notice common threads 
among all of these experts, such as how everyone had to start 
somewhere, asking questions drives forward movement, and 
regular maintenance makes the machine work. Our sources share 
what they wish they knew before they got started, which will help 
you avoid making similar mistakes. 

https://clearleft.com/
https://www.abstract.com/blog/cookie-cutter-design-system-lyft/
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I’m so overwhelmed. Where do I even start?
We’re not going to say that you can do this 
quick and dirty without putting care and 
thought into the process. A design system is 
a process, and usually a long one at that. It’s 
not uncommon to “fail” in your first (or second 
or third) attempt. That’s what happened to 
our own Jordan Staniscia, who now works 
for Abstract, but in his former role, set out to 
create a design system at Instacart. It took 
three tries over the course of a few years 
to build a design system that worked for 
the teams at Instacart and after they found 
something that worked, they were still  
fine-tuning it, because a design system  
is a living, breathing thing. There’s no  
one-and-done.

So whether you’re already off to the races or just starting to think 
about how to mobilize your design system team, this book covers 
some of the key things to remember along the way.

Treat your design system like a product
In Jordan’s case at Instacart, their design system didn’t truly come 
together until they saw it as a product with a full design process. 
They approached it with the mindset of — How would we go about 
building this if it was anything else we’re working on? If you want 
to create an effective design system, you can’t treat it like a side 
project.

Take time to do things right 
No matter how messy or ambiguous things are now, we suggest 
starting where you are — not tomorrow, not later, not yesterday 
when you were feeling better — but now. Start now, just as you are 
— one step at a time. And take your time to do things right and set 
yourself up for success.

If you want to create 
an effective design 
system, you might 
not need a dedicated 
team, but you do 
need a thoughtful 
strategy and make a 
commitment to do 
the work.

https://medium.com/initialized-capital/instacarts-lead-product-designer-on-creating-design-systems-4cffefdfca00
https://medium.com/initialized-capital/instacarts-lead-product-designer-on-creating-design-systems-4cffefdfca00
https://spotify.design/articles/2018-12-04/a-design-system-isnt-one-size-fits-all/


KIM-MAI CUTLER  
PARTNER AT INITIALIZED CAPITAL 

  
INSTACART’S LEAD PRODUCT DESIGNER 

ON CREATING A DESIGN SYSTEM

A design system sits between  
the design and engineering teams 
as a common language that helps 

them stay on the same page. 
Otherwise, designers will end  

up in a situation where they 
have to explain their product 

vision over and over again, and 
engineers will have a hard time 

ensuring they’re building an 
efficient system.

https://medium.com/initialized-capital/instacarts-lead-product-designer-on-creating-design-systems-4cffefdfca00
https://medium.com/initialized-capital/instacarts-lead-product-designer-on-creating-design-systems-4cffefdfca00


What is a  
design system?
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The product development community is prolific when it comes 
to defining and describing a design system, but for practical 
intents and purposes, we’ll describe it as a set of agreed-upon 
standards for the functionality and appearance of a product. Done 
well, design systems allow teams to scale the production and 
maintenance of digital products by providing autonomous access 
to everything you need to maintain a cohesive and consistent user 
experience.

Reducing room for error
Drilling down deeper, a design system is a collection of reusable 
components, guidelines, and integrations that teams rely on to 
build applications efficiently. Design systems allow designers and 
developers to update an entire platform without repetitive manual 
work that is prone to human error. The fun part about design 
systems is that automation allows designers to focus on composing 
with existing patterns rather than building from scratch. Beyond 
documenting the components we use, design systems encompass 
how a team’s work is produced — including design principles, 
accessibility guidelines, and educational resources.

The 3 main ingredients  
of a design system
A library of reusable components and patterns
The single source of truth for all the product elements used to  
compose your final compositions.

 
Guidelines
Written documentation to provide context, explain best practices, 
and usage guidelines around each part of the system and how it 
relates to other parts.

Integrations
Things that automate what would otherwise require manual work.
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Design system stakeholders
In very basic terms: design systems are created by designers 
and stakeholders, for the sake of customers. The primary end 
users of design systems are designers and engineers. Additional 
stakeholders, such as content strategists, copywriters, and product 
managers often contribute and refer to design systems for their 
own work. Other stakeholders and leadership might also be looped 
in peripherally for awareness.

Designers use design systems to construct solutions to problems 
in a design environment. 
 
Developers use design systems to implement solutions in a 
development environment.

 
You don’t always need a dedicated  
design systems team
A small working group like a tiger team might be able to do enough 
to prove out the value of a design system, which could lead to 
funding for a dedicated team.

With all the hype surrounding design systems, it might seem like 
you need to do it a certain way to achieve results. One assumption 
is that you need to have a dedicated team. Having a dedicated 
design system team is definitely a nice thing to have when building 
a system from scratch, but it’s not necessary.

That said, we also want to be clear that building a system is not a 
small side project. If you can’t have a dedicated team at this point 
in time, treat it like a product and figure out how many people can 
commit X amount of hours over the next several months to build it. 
It largely depends on your needs and the size of your organization.

At Abstract, we still have a small design team, so we all contribute 
to the system. Our collaborative approach allows the system to 
obtain the resources to grow and change while we keep working on 
the next exciting update for our platform    .

https://www.abstract.com/release-notes/
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Don’t work in isolation  
(tempting as that can be)
Building a design system is a masterclass in collaboration. Getting 
input and letting people into that process helps us challenge and 
overcome assumptions we didn’t even realize we were making.

You need to be as collaborative as possible because so many 
people will need access to the system. What makes sense for you 
is not always going to make sense for someone with a different 
perspective and skillset.

At the end of the day, if no one wants or is able to use your design 
system, why did you spend all that time creating it? You might as 
well be as open as possible to other people’s viewpoints to build a 
design system they actually want to use.

For perspective: Where design systems are 
coming from and where they might be headed
Design systems have come a long way from their pre-digital 
predecessors. As the industry and tools become more automated 
and systematic, design systems will become more sophisticated, 
and someday might operate like a natural appendage for designers 
and developers.

At this moment, the agreement with engineering, design, and other 
stakeholders about where a design system “lives” is in flux. As 
you read interviews with design systems leaders featured in this 
book, you’ll glean that a design system is a combination of things. 
Designers may build their half of the design system in Abstract; 
meanwhile, engineers are building in React code, which may be 
hosted somewhere else. There’s no company that has all sides 
of the design system that lives “everywhere.” Every company has 
a slightly different take on this. At this point, many companies’ 
design systems are sort of stapled and glued together. 

At Abstract, we’re building a platform that tries to meet those two 
in the middle. And we’re just getting started.
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How Abstract helps you 
build your design system
 
3 ways Abstract helps you build and  
maintain your design system
 
1. Reduce your workload.  
Abstract distributes the hard work of design system management 
across everyone who touches it. The magic starts with Abstract’s 
branch-based version control. Branching allows 
teams to consider the many parallel timelines  
and possible directions a project could take. 

2. Get built-in protection against an  
inevitable mess.  
Abstract gives you the ability to link a library file 
to projects and helps maintain UI consistency no 
matter who is designing.

3. Easily keep track of accountability. 
Abstract makes it easier to keep tabs on who’s 
doing what, which is a big deal when you’re  
working with cross-functional stakeholders.

 
Mistake-proofing your design system 
(because mistakes happen)
Jordan Staniscia, Abstract product designer and former design 
systems lead at Instacart says, “When I was building a design 
system at Instacart — in the early days before it was called a ‘de-
sign system’ — we had Sketch files in Dropbox with components 
within them. We housed them in one place and then people could 
use them for their individual projects. Anyone could go into those 
files. At one point, without our knowing, a junior designer changed 
all of our buttons with different colors and a different typeface. We 
woke up the next morning to see something completely different 
in our visual files. None of these changes were approved. Everyone 
was like, ‘Who did that?’ Dropbox doesn’t have the ability to tell us 
who last edited a file. There’s no way to have true accountability to 
control rollbacks.” 

The core concept 
of being able to 
automatically 
merge changes 
from different 
contributors into 
a single file is pure 
magic.
KEVIN SMITH,  
CISCO’S VISUAL DESIGN LEAD 
FOR WEBEX PLATFORM & MOMENTUM 
DESIGN SYSTEM

https://www.abstract.com/blog/design-needs-version-control/
https://www.abstract.com/blog/design-needs-version-control/
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Abstract gives you peace of mind. In the case that someone makes 
a mistake (and let’s face it, mistakes happen), you can experiment 
in a branch before you roll it out to your entire system. Abstract 
links up libraries automatically to every file and every project you’re 
connected to. If you were to do this work manually in Sketch, 
you’d have to go to the linked library and find each element and 
component every time. With Abstract, we can do this on a project 
level so that any time you open a new Sketch file, it includes your 
buttons, inputs, and every single component your team has built 
and distributed to date.

Jordan says, “Before Abstract, in order to keep your design  
system up to date, we’d have to save a new version and name it 
like ‘DS v2’ and email it around to everyone so that people would 
get the update. And there’d be one person who was stubborn and 
didn’t want to use it. It didn’t happen automatically like it does now  
in Abstract.” 

I started using Abstract when I worked for 
Instacart, because we needed a platform to 
make design system automation possible.
JORDAN STANISCIA,  
SR PRODUCT DESIGNER 
ABSTRACT



How to get buy-in 
for a design system
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How to start the conversation with stakeholders 
and get a design system off the ground.

With so much talk about design systems you’d think that the 
benefits of having one would be clear. A design system helps 
us build products faster, enables teams to understand shared 
components and processes, and creates a consistent user 
experience. But in practice, we often face 
organizational barriers to implementing  
them. Not to mention, sometimes it’s hard  
to even sell other designers on the need for  
a design system.

If you don’t have a design system in place, 
you’re probably feeling the costs of working 
without a design system every day. But 
it’s not always easy to communicate the 
downsides of not having one, along with the 
possibilities and benefits of implement.

This challenge sits at the core tension of most companies’ two 
competing needs. There’s the need for functional work (e.g. to 
ship features) and the need for foundational work (e.g. to build 
infrastructure like design systems that supports operations and 
growth). Choosing to invest time, energy, and money in one means 
investing less in the other.

Often, functional work produces tangible, short-term results, like a 
new onboarding flow that increases conversion rates. Foundational 
work, on the other hand, contributes intangible, long-term results, 
such as increasing the velocity of feature launches. Both are 
essential components to running a long-term, sustainable business.

There are many invisible costs of working without a design system. 
Getting buy-in comes down to showing not just why it makes your 
life easier, but how it can make an impact at every level of your 
organization.

Getting buy-in comes 
down to showing not 
just why it makes 
your life easier, 
but how it can 
make an impact at 
every level of your 
organization.
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3 practical ways to get  
buy-in for a design system
1. Demonstrate how siloes slow down shipping 
(and create duplicate work)

“Where can I find the latest version of this?”

Whether we hear the question from a new designer or engineer, it 
pops up when it’s not clear where or who to turn to when you need 
to find something.

One way to get buy-in for building a design system is to find 
inefficient workflows that highlight the need for more structure. 
Here are some ways other teams have approached it:

• A peer-to-peer review system, recommended by Babylon 
Health product designer João Araújo, can help uncover 
breakdowns in the work without specifically pointing fingers. 
Fanduel found that a design system helped them peer review 
within a distributed team, because they could all see the design 
process and provide feedback along the way.

• At Everlane, annotating, exporting, and handing off files to 
engineers was the final, time-consuming phase of their design 
process. Now that their team works with a design system, 
all the files are in one place and can be annotated and then 
inspected by all team members immediately, no handoff 
required.

Once you’re talking about how the workflow is breaking down, you 
can suggest how to work together to fix it. You can demonstrate the 
need for a design system by highlighting where there are multiple 
versions of files, duplicative workflows, and a general lack of 
organization in the design files.

Documentation also decreases the likelihood that you’ll duplicate 
work. You’re probably familiar with this scenario: each designer 
has their own set of files and multiple copies of said files. The 
lack of transparency into your team’s progress creates inefficient 
workflows, which can be resolved by a design system.

https://www.abstract.com/blog/design-and-engineering/
https://uxdesign.cc/design-systems-62f648c6dccf
https://www.abstract.com/customer-stories/fanduel/
https://www.abstract.com/customer-stories/everlane/
https://www.abstract.com/customer-stories/everlane/
https://www.abstract.com/customer-stories/instacart/
https://www.abstract.com/customer-stories/instacart/
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A design system is your team’s answer to this inefficiency. By 
acting as the single source of truth, design systems clarify the 
collective decision, and allow every team to work knowing they 
have the latest assets. When everyone can work with fewer 
interruptions, we all become more agile. 

2. Highlight how customers notice 
fragmentation

“I don’t understand why your color palette is super different in 
this area, and this area.”

“I know when I click on this one feature, it works this way, not 
the other way.”

These are just a few examples of  things you might hear from 
customers if you ask them about their experience with your 
product. 

Inconsistencies in interaction and components cause cognitive 
strain on new users who can’t understand the logic of the UI. 
Ultimately, it leads to an unintentionally diminished customer 
experience. A lot of this comes from shipping new features 
constantly, without looking back on how the previous features have 
been performing.

Another way to increase the likelihood that your 
organization will buy into the need for a design 
system is to use metrics and feedback  
to highlight how a lack of design system 
negatively impacts the customer experience. 
Give them the hard facts, whether by pulling in 
real customer feedback or showcasing adoption 
and retention numbers.

In the absence of a design system, the customer shoulders an 
extra responsibility to figure out how to navigate a platform instead 
of having the opportunity to experience an intuitive and unified 
product. Make your design system about the customer, not you.

Make your 
design system 
about the 
customer,  
not you.

https://www.abstract.com/blog/from-design-led-to-user/
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3. Involve allies and emphasize design  
system co-ownership

Despite its name, the benefits of a design system expand beyond 
the design team. Starting a conversation about how a design 
system improves workflow contributes to better overall design 
collaboration, too. More importantly, it allows engineering to 
become a part of the conversation early, inspiring a sense of 
ownership throughout the entire process.

Mike Dick, design technologist at SurveyMonkey, recommends 
finding an engineering counterpart within your company, someone 
who shares your passion for closing the designer and developer 
gap. This ally can teach you how design systems will be used by 
developers and how you can best appeal to them. Julie Nergararian, 
a HubSpot software engineer, echoes this need for collaboration: 
“Redesigns only work when co-owned by designers and developers.”

To start the wider discussion, invite everyone who would be 
involved in or affected by a potential design system. Keeping 
participants updated and involved will remain an important part of 
your design system, post buy-in.

Kick off the conversation by looking for widespread issues within 
your company. Nick Stamas, who created WeWork’s design 
system, Plasma, says he started with a Google Doc, getting team 
members to articulate their problems and where the workflow 
was breaking down. If something is slowing down a designer or 
developer, you know it’s also affecting the product manager, who’s 
responsible for the features that are being shipped out. Since a 
design system needs to solve issues for a company as a whole, we 
need to first show team members that each problem is a shared 
pain that we need to tackle together.

Take those common problems and use them to examine the 
potential of a design system. Jordan Girman, Senior Director of 
User Experience at Glassdoor, asked his team members think 
through these questions:

1. What’s the need for this system? 

2. How is design being implemented now? 

3. How should it be implemented?

https://medium.com/tradecraft-traction/eight-things-you-need-to-know-about-design-systems-bae8bd884b3b
https://medium.com/hubspot-product/how-to-gain-widespread-adoption-of-your-design-system-29d1b142b158
http://plasma.guide/
http://plasma.guide/
https://uxdesign.cc/selling-a-design-system-at-your-company-74cb2bc97195
https://medium.com/tradecraft-traction/eight-things-you-need-to-know-about-design-systems-bae8bd884b3b
https://medium.com/tradecraft-traction/eight-things-you-need-to-know-about-design-systems-bae8bd884b3b
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Posing these questions will help you identify problems, which will 
lead you to figuring out how the design system can solve them. 
You can then set design goals and requirements that work for the 
company as a whole.

Getting other teams involved early means they’re far more likely 
to actually care when they understand the origins of the design 
system and the intent behind it from the onset. Seeing the design 
system evolve over time will also evoke greater overall enthusiasm 
and investment into what it will become.

4. Keep the conversation going about  
your design system
Though change requires upfront investment, the design function 
can’t grow sustainably without a design system. Once you’ve 
gotten buy-in and your team is working on a design system (or has 
completed a first version of it), it’s important to socialize it. You 
need feedback from the people using it.

Continuing to keep stakeholders in the loop on system updates 
will ensure that you’ll all feel a sense of ownership and collectively 
continue to contribute to make it better. Get people together, even 
if you have to resort to food bribery. Because ultimately, a design 
system supports the core tenets of what it means to be part of a 
team: people working together to make an impact.

https://www.abstract.com/blog/cookie-cutter-design-system-lyft/
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ALEX SHEPPARD  
HEAD OF DESIGN, POPSA 

THE CASE FOR PROCESS FIRST DESIGN SYSTEMS

Design systems help 
organizations stay consistent 
and empower individuals to 
work collaboratively — but 

they also help teams  
deliver better.

https://uxdesign.cc/process-first-design-systems-bdaeb10825f4?source=user_profile---------0-----------------------


How to avoid 4 of 
the most common 

design system 
mistakes
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Leaders from Pinterest, Microsoft, Alaska Airlines, 
Clearleft, and more lay their best advice on the table.

Mistake 1:  
Lack of purpose
Lindsie Canton 
Design Operations Lead at Prodigy Education  
& Chief Design Officer at Bridge School 

Get aligned on team purpose first. Work together to create your 
design system product experience vision, experience principles, and 
human values to guide you every step of the way.

It sounds obvious, but it makes a big impact in two key ways: 
focusing your team on the end goal, and helping you get buy-in from 
stakeholders. Spending that time aligning upfront helps especially 
if you’re starting your design system as a side project like we did. 
Having a shared purpose early on is key to ensure your team is 
using time effectively. And, of course, the purpose and vision you 
create helps ensure stakeholders understand both the value of the 
team and the design system as a product.

Mistake 2: Taking a  
free-for-all approach
P.J. Onori  
Design Manager, Pinterest 

Complexity is the rope you’ll hang yourself on. It’s so easy to bias 
towards adding components, colors, and options to a system. It 
feels like you’re adding value by doing so. But the minute you add 
something to the system, you introduce a fleck of complexity to 
it. Each new component, attribute, and variation needs to have an 
understood relationship with other components in the system. That 
complexity creates downstream maintenance, bugs, regressions, 
confusion, misinterpretation, and general headaches. 

This downstream effect, in my experience, takes off exponentially and 
its impact is often noticed far after those initial decisions are made.

https://www.prodigygame.com/
https://www.bridgeschool.io
https://pinterest.com/
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It’s difficult to maintain a restrictive approach. “No” isn’t fun to 
say or hear. However, in my experience, bias towards restraint 
in systems thinking leads to the best long-term outcomes for all 
parties. I recommend putting considerable thought into what you 
add to your system, especially in its infancy. It’s always easier to 
add in the future than to remove.

Mistake 3: Ignoring  
how elements and  
components interact
Corey O’Brien 
Senior Interaction Designer, Alaska Airlines

Design systems are complex creatures. It’s impossible to look 
into a crystal ball to see what your design system will look like 
two years from now. It’s always changing, growing, and becoming 
smarter as your team continues to build it.

Beginning a new design system takes a lot of care and constant 
feedback. Something I wish I had known when first starting out 
is the mindset of systemization of foundations such as color, 
typography, or spacing.

Having a systemized mindset is understanding the ways that 
your colors, typography, spacing, or components will interact 
with each other within the design system. For example, how will 
the background of a page affect the accessibility of typography 
or iconography? How can we ensure that the spacing between 
components is consistent to create uniformity throughout?

Just like when we connect and communicate with people, it’s 
important to understand how a piece within your design system 
communicates with the other pieces. Systemizing your foundations 
makes it easier to build guidance and do’s and don’ts for designers 
and developers later on.

https://www.alaskaair.com/
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Mistake 4: Avoiding  
collaboration with  
developers and engineers
Joe Woodward 
Senior Product Designer, Microsoft

Looking back, I wish I’d known the importance of teaching 
colleagues how to use a design system. It’s essential that designers 
and engineers not only understand how a system works, but also 
how to use it.

At Microsoft we’re creating a system that tells a consistent story 
across a multitude of products and on different platforms, which 
poses a significant challenge. We try to keep the design system as 
user-friendly as possible. If we all understand the pieces of how 
our product is built, it enables us to use the existing components to 
imagine new scenarios, or creative ways to adapt them.

Matteo Gratton 
VP Experience Designer, Barclays Corporate Bank

The first time I started building a design system, I didn’t know 
what a design system was. This was in 2016, for another company. 
I found it massively important to put in place something that could 
help my design team as well as the developers’ team and our 
internal stakeholders to organize, share, and reuse what we were 
creating.

The product required creating a new graphics engine from scratch. 
We needed a new way to create interfaces as well: in order to 
interact with the graphical user interface, we had to create and 
maintain a cohesive system both for us the designers and for the 
developers. Eventually, we developed a system able to create entire 
views by writing some XML. The goals and result of it were that we 
designers were empowered to prototype, review, and create the 
actual interface.

https://www.microsoft.com/
https://www.barclayscorporate.com/
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During this massive project, which took four years to develop, 
my knowledge of design systems, adaptability, maintainability, 
DevOps, and so-on developed a lot. I wish I knew right at the 
beginning of the project the amount of effort we had to put into 
such a creation: I never, ever would have created something so big 
with so few resources.

Finally, I believe it’s massively important to think and organize a 
design system not only as creatives but as engineers. A design 
team responsible for a design system is the most closed team to 
an engineering team that the creative world has. I believe that if I 
knew in advance how important it would be to work side by side 
with the developers — not only with other designers — the final 
result would have been smoother and the time spent to create the 
entire system would have been shorter.



How to build and 
maintain an equitable 

design system  
in Abstract
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Learn how to distribute the work  
of building a design system
 
A design system is your manual for lawfulness as a design citizen 
of your team. Something so powerful should never be stagnant or 
neglected.

As long as your product exists, your design system isn’t done. 
Design systems grow and evolve right alongside your product and 
your team. A healthy design system includes living, breathing 
documentation that’s more like an ongoing conversation than a 
decree from on high.

If you think of the U.S. Constitution as the “design system” upon 
which the entirety of U.S. law is based, you’ll see that teams 
looking to design systems for cohesion of identity, systematic and 
efficient means of scaling, and organized methods of presenting 
knowledge are actually looking for a system of design governance.

• Do I need a new component to provide this experience?

• What colors can I use to properly express our idea and our 
brand while still being accessible? 

• When is it acceptable to override this style? 

• Has this been done before?

While many designers love the direction and clarity design systems 
provide, those benefits are diminished when building that design 
system isn’t an equitable process. Healthy governance isn’t built 
in a vacuum. An effective governance model requires emotional 
and intellectual buy-in from the rest of the team. Using Abstract to 
distribute the work and maintenance of a design system reduces 
the workload on everyone while cultivating buy-in as each designer 
or developer participates.
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Open up your decision-making process
Think of your team’s design system like the Constitution: It’s your 
manual for lawfulness as a design citizen of your team. Something 
so powerful should never be stagnant or neglected. But, keeping a 
design system up to date in our highly dynamic design environment 
can feel like a losing battle. 

Abstract distributes the hard work of design system management 
across everyone who touches the design system. The “magic” 
starts with Abstract’s branch-based version control. Branching 
allows teams to consider the many parallel timelines and possible 
directions a project could take. 

Take, for instance, when Abstract’s principal designer Tim Van 
Damme designed the icon for our Inspect tool in Abstract. What 
started off as a speculative, non-roadmap branch titled “    Inspect 
Icon” ended up having some options that Tim felt were shippable. 
To gather feedback on this icon that would be added to the 
Abstract design system, he used a Collection to capture all of his 
ideas and turned off auto-update on the Artboards to freeze each 
iteration. He shared a link to the Inspect Icon Ideas Collection in 
Slack. Designers and developers alike weighed in, using comments 
and reactions as a means of voting on which icon fit best. 

Using Abstract for this vetting process documented the history of 
icon explorations as well as our conversations and decision-making 
process within comments and Commits.

https://www.abstract.com/blog/design-needs-version-control/
https://www.abstract.com/blog/author/maxvoltar/
https://www.abstract.com/blog/author/maxvoltar/
https://www.abstract.com/help/collaboration/collections/#how-to-turn-off-auto-update
https://www.abstract.com/help/collaboration/collections/#how-to-turn-off-auto-update
https://www.abstract.com/help/collaboration/share-designs/#collection
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Protect design system integrity with  
version control
Chaos isn’t an option for design systems, the foundational 
blocks on which all other projects are based. Because of their 
foundational nature, design systems often serve as the common 
touchpoint between many different teams, and should reflect all 
stakeholders’ goals and priorities. In short, the stakes are high. 

Abstract has built-in protection against the mess and lack of 
accountability that most other ways of working leave room for. 
Today, you can track every change made to your design system 
with our branch-based version control. Whether you need to revisit 
an old exploration or pivot to a different design direction, you can 
always restore your design system to a previous version. 

We just rolled out merge restrcitions as an additional tool your 
team can use to establish accountability and attribution to every 
design change made within Abstract. At their most basic, merge 
restrictions mean that, before any changes to master proposed  
in your branch can be merged, a Project Admin must approve  
your changes.

Whether your team uses merge restrictions or reviews branches in 
design review before merging, you’ll need to work together to define 
the acceptance criteria for your design system. Merging branches 
in your design system project provides a mechanism for regular 
check-ins for your team to reconnect and determine whether the 
current iteration of your design system satisfies your design needs.

Don’t trade in the exponential benefits collaboration offers 
design system improvements due to fear of unwanted changes. 
With Abstract’s branch-based version control, you can have your 
creativity, and integrity too.

Improve your design system, bit by bit
In addition to safely distributing the workload of design systems 
between many people, branches also let you spread out 
improvements over time.

https://www.abstract.com/help/merge-master/restore-previous-commit/
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Let’s say you’re working and you realize a button in your design 
system needs to be updated. Short term, you need to update the 
button. So, you open a branch on your design system project to 
begin editing. The file takes a long time to load. And, once it finally 
opens, it takes you several minutes to locate the button you need 
to update. Your design system master file has gotten way too big. 
Now, you have a long term task: breaking down your large design 
file into multiple smaller ones.

In the past, re-architecting design ideas from one pattern of 
organization to another was a very expensive and intensive task. 
But, Abstract is built on Git, which is an inherently iterative 
process. Rather than re-architecting a massive file all at once, you 
can pull buttons into their own new Buttons.xd or Buttons.sketch 
file and re-organize the rest later. 

When you request a review before merging your branch with the 
button file updates, you’re actually proposing a new pattern for 
organizing design system components that the rest of your team 
can follow on their subsequent updates. As time passes and your 
design system is collaboratively re-architected according to the 
pattern you proposed, you’ll end up with a project structure that 
mirrors healthy coding practices: lightweight files (e.g. buttons, 
colors, forms, typography, etc.) that scale effectively and surface 
concise descriptions of a file’s dependencies.
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Abstract not only helps you keep your design system files tidy, 
it also allows you to take small steps toward improving how your 
team works together.

Maintain flexible and integrated documentation
As long as your product exists, your design system isn’t done. 
Design systems grow and evolve right alongside your product and 
your team. A healthy design system includes living, breathing 
documentation that’s more like an ongoing conversation than a 
decree from on high. 

Abstract is open-ended in where and how you share documentation. 
For some teams, it makes the most sense to document the 
usage and variants of components directly in the design file. If 
you’re working with granular files in Sketch, a useful practice is 
to designate different pages for usage, instructions, examples, 
explorations, and for the actual components. This approach 
leverages how Abstract surfaces pages to allow for quick visual 
browsing without opening the actual file. When documentation lives 
right inside the design file, the rationale behind the components 
becomes equally important to the design of the components 
themselves. Thus, approving a merge in a design systems project 
becomes more than accepting visual changes. You’re forging an 
agreement on the usage of what has been designed, its proposed 
implementation, and the ideas behind them. 
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Other teams use Collections to store documentation. It’s easy to 
get Collections in front of lots of stakeholders — especially non-
designers — to gather their feedback. With just one share link, 
Collections provide access to Artboards (and their version history), 
decision-making made in comments and annotations, and all the 
code specs engineers need to deliver designs. Designers can use 
Collections to present their work and to fully document the intent 
of their designs. At their core, Collections are a vehicle to share 
your specific designs (the Artboards) and the thought process 
behind them (the Collection descriptions, plus comments and 
annotations). 

Collaborate with care, not control
Once you streamline the process of safely collaborating on design 
systems, your team’s energy is free to consider how you might 
design together, rather than despite one another. Abstract’s hope 
is that teams can use our technology to build design systems 
that feel less like control and more like care. With our Git-based 
platform, there’s no need to limit the number of voices in order to 
prevent chaos. Abstract makes space for everyone to be heard. 
Design decisions can belong to all of us.

 

The most successful design systems are adaptable and flexible. Components exist to 
provide structure, but should be flexible enough to allow for additions and changes. 
Teams will often choose one person per pod/squad/working group to be in charge of 
the components for the product or feature they are focusing on. Other teams create 
a group that is naturally interested in being involved in systems maintenance, and 
these groups often include a representative from the content team.

https://www.abstract.com/help/collaboration/share-designs/#collection


Tools, processes,  
and the people 

behind them
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The human aspects of a design system are more complicated  
than the tooling. This is one of the key points that Shopify’s Senior 
UX Lead for the Polaris Design System Yesenia Perez-Cruz makes 
in her book, Expressive Design Systems. 

“Many of the conversations around design systems focus on 
tooling problems,” writes Perez-Cruz. “I get it — tools are tangible. 
The problem is there are many intangible parts of a system that 
need to be defined before we can enable harmonious, integrated, 
and successful product development.” 

After asking four design systems pros to answer the question 
“What tools do you use, and what’s your process like for building 
a design system?” We learned it’s not the tools themselves that 
matter, but aligning on a shared language. 

P.J. Onori 
Design Manager, Pinterest

I’m a big believer in any tooling, processes, and 
technologies that promote decision-making and 
a stronger cross-discipline working relationship. 
Tooling/technology can certainly help, but they 
ring hollow if the people working together aren’t 
committed to making it happen. The most effective 
“technology” I’ve seen for creating something as 
challenging as a design system is a table  
represented by all parties who are focused on  
working through the problems and defining a clear 
path forward. 

Sketch or Figma? Slack or email? This or that? Whatever. None of 
our tools/technologies will fix the challenges you’ll run into if you 
can’t bring a team of talented people together who communicate 
well, think critically, and drive toward decisions.

The most effective 
‘technology’ I’ve 
seen for creating 
something as 
challenging as a 
design system is a 
table represented 
by all parties.

https://abookapart.com/products/expressive-design-systems
http://pinterest.com
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Andy Budd 
Co-founder of Clearleft

Tech teams often get caught up on the tools questions, and spend 
a ton of time assessing the market for the perfect systems and 
toolsets. In reality, there is no perfect setup. That’s because design 
systems aren’t a technology problem, they’re a communication 
and collaboration problem. Design systems are also very much 
individual to the organization and people using them.   

As such, the best tools and processes for a design 
system are the people behind it. From the business 
stakeholders who back it to the product teams who  
use it, strong stewardship and clear communication  
will always beat the tools used to make it. It doesn’t 
matter if the system was made in Sketch, Figma,  
HTML, or React, it’s about getting the power into the hands of 
designers and developers as quickly, effectually, and with the 
lowest friction possible. 

Lindsie Canton 
Design Operations Lead at Prodigy Education  
& Chief Design Officer at Bridge School

Backpack — Prodigy’s design system — began in mid-2019 as an 
internal initiative by three product designers and two software 
developers. We needed to fill a gap at Prodigy that was causing 
design inconsistency, an abundance of component variations, and 
a general lack of standards, conventions, and documentation. The 
team began meeting weekly about our goals, our internal work 
process, and our deliverables. Our design system, which is still 
relatively young, was based on Brad Frost’s Atomic Design model, 
where we first-and-foremost defined tokens and atoms as the 
most basic elements of our system. From there, we used atoms to 
inform decisions for molecules, and then many molecules to build 
organisms. 

In Backpack, our developers can play with and use components 
in Storybook. We’re actually building a brand-new Storybook 
component library alongside our existing Storybook that we 
eventually plan to grandfather and phase out as our products adopt 
Backpack, switching one component at a time. 

The best tools  
and processes for 
a design system 
are the people  
behind it.

https://clearleft.com/
https://www.prodigygame.com/
https://www.bridgeschool.io
http://atomicdesign.bradfrost.com/chapter-2/
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For our designers, we’re using Sketch for our design pattern library 
while we continue to investigate the pros and cons of switching to 
Figma or adding Abstract to our toolchain. And for documentation, 
so far we’re leveraging Storybook’s capabilities to ensure that 
designers and developers have a single source of truth to design 
and build our products. We still have lots of work to do, but we’re 
excited to make it happen.

 
Matteo Gratton 
VP Experience Designer, Barclays Corporate Bank

I’m firmly convinced that a design system is part of something 
bigger than what we usually think about. It’s more than just 
components — atoms, molecules, and organisms or any other 
nomenclatures, both visual and code.

A design system is based on an enlarged community (at the very 
least, designers and developers), so we need communication 
systems. I usually use email systems, forums, or asynchronous 
chat systems like Slack or Teams, and real-time video and chat 
systems, because my team is largely remote or spread out in 
different offices.

A design system is based on transparent communication of intents 
and results and eventually becomes a collaboration between 
many different teams. So then we need a way to document the 
process, the structure, and the way the system should be used. We 
have Storybook in place for documentation, but it’s not enough 
— particularly for our design team. There are tools on the market 
that give the designers a better understanding of what’s going on, 
a better way to communicate and share feedback and knowledge, 
and finally refer to a unique source of truth for their day-to-day 
tasks. My personal preference in this area is Abstract for its 
ability to separate what’s under development and what is stable, 
automatically updating the libraries for everyone in every project, 
and the comment and handoff system that’s available for everyone.

https://www.barclayscorporate.com/
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A design system is based on an enlarged community of people, 
including accessibility experts, writers, illustrators, photographers, 
marketing, and possibly sales and support. It’s also the base for 
the development of many different products and services. So 
it should support different code frameworks, different devices, 
different environments, languages and cultures, and different 
users: We need to share the system in different formats (Sketch or 
Illustrator/InDesign, Angular or React, etc).

It is based on components and patterns that have to be 
documented. They must be available any time to everyone. This is 
where the nowadays connected world comes in handy with all the 
available cloud technologies.



CASE STUDY

How one of the 
world’s largest IT 
companies built a 
global enterprise 

design system
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From scrappy to scale: What started as a labor 
of love resulted in saving thousands of hours of 
design and development time. 
 
Scrappy and grassroots aren’t the words you might expect to 
describe something built by Cisco, one of the world’s largest IT 
companies, with more than 70,000 employees. But that’s how 
Kevin Smith describes developing Momentum, the design system 
that provides a cohesive experience across Cisco’s collaborative 
products, including Webex Meetings, Webex Teams, and Jabber. 
These tools are no small feat — they’re used by more than 95% of 
Fortune 500 companies. 

As the Visual Design Lead for Webex Platform & Momentum 
Design System, you might think he has a long career in design, but 
the opposite is true. Kevin began his career at Cisco in 2012 as a 
business analyst. “Back then, my life was full of spreadsheets and 
analytics,” he says, reflecting on his initial role. Kevin didn’t know 
what UX was until September 2014 when a Cisco design manager 
told him about the Big Design Conference, where “everything I saw 
and heard in those short days spoke to both my heart and mind.” 

Our design system was officially born when our  
existing standards — more like a style guide than a 
design system — showed an embarrassing level of style 
deviation between platforms during a big product 
launch. Momentum has roots that are much older, but the 
impurities have mostly been pruned, allowing us to focus 
efforts on evolving it as our products require.

DESIGN: 

2 Visual Designers, 
2 Library Architects,  
1 Interaction Designer,  

ENGINEERING:

2 Angular Engineers, 1 UI Architect, 
1 React Engineer, 1 Javascript 
Engineer, 1 VueJS Engineer

Momentum Design System
11 Team Members   Start:2017   Launch:2019

https://momentum.design/
https://www.webex.com/video-conferencing
https://bigdesignevents.com/
https://momentum.design/
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From there, Kevin took initiative to learn the ropes of design. “I’ve 
found a natural rhythm where I get to work on projects that are fun 
and conceptual, but also deliver a practical solution. I’ve always 
been a bit obsessive with process optimization, regardless of where 
it applies in my life.” 

Here, Kevin explains the process of creating Momentum and 
overcoming challenges along the way.

How did you transition from analyst to design 
systems lead after attending the design 
conference?
I’ve always been interested in brand and marketing, and I used to 
read Cisco’s internal branding guidelines in my spare time — true 
story! I was fortunate to be given some latitude on a project I was 
working on as an analyst that required elements typically assigned 
to a designer. Our team didn’t have a designer, so it forced me to 
pull from my own self-taught understanding of how something 
“should work.” 

I was constantly reaching out to senior-level executives and  
their organizations for mentoring and extracting any nuggets  
of information that I could use to help redirect my career  
toward design. 

Interface, or UX design, was a convergence of logic and creativity 
that I was trying to itch for so long and didn’t even know such 
opportunities existed close to home. After attending the Big Design 
conference, I volunteered to work on shelved projects at Cisco, 
pro-bono. I was given a stale project about persona types, and it 
was later sent around the company as our primary user personas, 
accepted by our teams. Shortly thereafter, a mid-level design role 
opened that required five years minimum design experience. After 
chatting with the hiring manager and showing a sample of my work, 
he offered me the job on the spot, and the rest is history. 
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What was life like before Cisco developed  
the Momentum Design System?
We lacked a system for designing, but we didn’t know it. As our 
design system grew, so did the way we designed as a team. With 
fewer guidelines, it’s easy to say that we may have had more 
creative freedom. But without necessary structure, the product 
experiences across the Webex portfolio were visual representations 
of our internal org structures. I wouldn’t want to go back to the way 
it was before — but that’s just me.

Building a design system is a labor of love, but at the same time, 
you cannot be overly sentimental about it, because it’s not yours.

How’d you learn how to create a design system?
Being a new designer, I quickly gained an appreciation for what it 
takes to maintain a consistent product experience across platforms 
and applications. 

If I’m being honest, I think I learned the most by asking the 
seemingly obvious questions that no one else appeared to be 
asking, and asking them of the right people. I also learned a lot 
by old-fashioned trial and error, with a healthy dose of over-
communication. I probably looked like a total rookie and fell on my 
face trying to talk like a designer who knew what he was talking 
about to articulate my decision-making. Before I knew it, I became 
the person who was being asked those questions. 

Prior to the concept of master components or component libraries 
had been introduced in Sketch, I created component sticker 
sheet files for our designers to use as a template to start their 
projects. Before component sticker sheets, I’d become exhausted 
from meeting with designers individually and always having to 
do manual inspections. Ultimately, our team started building our 
design system out of necessity to provide predictable, consistent 
experiences across our collaboration products. 
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I’m a resourceful person, and when I believe answers exist to my 
questions, I will knock down any door to find it, even if that means 
contacting our CEO Chuck Robbins directly — I’ve done it. I respect 
seniority and leadership; however, sometimes organizational 
structures can get in the way of tracking down problems and 
resolving the issues. Being able to operate horizontally across our 
products was absolutely necessary to identify where we needed 
to focus, and what engineering limitations we could face before 
heavily investing in something out of scope. 

What was your process of creating 
Momentum like?
Scrappy. Without any pre-existing structure, it took time to survey 
our framework to find the sweet spot of where to begin, and 
which products to target. Once a starting point — buttons — was 
identified, the tasks could be more specific and we could connect 
them to similar efforts. 

The process of building a design system is as unique as one of 
my 6-year-old identical twins. They might appear the same to an 
untrained eye, but I assure you they are not, and it’s easy to spot 
once a little time has been spent with them.

You need to be able to zoom in to the finite details, but still keep 
a big-picture perspective on the likelihood and limitations of the 
scope. For a long time, it felt like so much work was being done, 
but little evidence was ever seen, until we hit our tipping point. 

It took lots of early and late meetings with teams across the globe, 
asking questions, white-boarding potential solutions, taking time to 
understand the objective of a particular request and documenting 
usage guidelines and limitations. From the precise color codes to 
meet WCAG contrast accessibility requirements in our end-user 
solution, to the optimal layouts of our admin portals in content 
heavy screens, there needs to be cohesion between them to be a 
system. Otherwise, it’s just a product.    
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What is unique about your design system,  
and what do you think works really well?

I think this is a trick question. Above all, our people work well 
together. Although it’s not explicitly written in a vision or mission 
statement, and there are no signatures or movie credits for the 
dozens of individuals who have contributed to building Momentum, 
we’ve really tried to play to people’s strengths. It’s exciting to see 
how it has become a design system for our products created by our 
product designers. 

A large part of the effort feels grassroots despite being in a large 
company. As the visual lead of the design system, I do not create 
all of the designs that go into our products. Myself and my team 
work with those product designers and developers to facilitate 
needs, make introductions, connect the dots, educate, and share 
information that is developing every day in our products. 

Another unique part of Momentum is probably the product family 
that it’s built for. Our design system is built to support major 
OS and modern web frameworks, as well as our own hardware 
solutions ranging from consumer solutions to advanced admin 
expert users. I believe every design system has something 
particularly unique to itself whether or not it is tangible in the same 
way as another. 

How do you use Abstract to help maintain  
your design system?
Anyone who has worked on a project that requires multiple 
designers to contribute knows it can be like choreographing 
a delicate waltz in order to execute a flawless handoff to 
development, making sure file integrity is kept throughout the 
entire routine. But it’s more likely that someone will lose their wifi 
connection from a coffee shop, and their contributions to the file 
won’t sync to the cloud, forcing everyone to unknowingly create an 
alternate dimension in the cloud and keep moving forward. 

As the curtains close, the designers feel assaulted and uncertain 
about which file had the revisions to keep or toss — and someone 
(usually me at that time) — will manually stitch that file together. 
After all, the show must go on. 
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Enter stage-right: Abstract. Abstract has helped us solve a very 
specific problem that designers all over the world face every day. 
It just so happened that I was working with designers all over the 
world when I discovered Abstract in late 2016. Our design team 
was building products for team collaboration, but we struggled with 
actually collaborating as a team of designers. 

The core concept of being able to automatically merge changes 
from different contributors into a single file is pure magic. It was 
the answer to so many “what if” questions that spun in my head at 
night as I tried to go to sleep without thinking about buttons. 

Abstract allowed us to work around the clock with smooth 
handoffs to other timezones, and also keep longer-term work tied 
to the same project that would be merged in when ready. One of 
my favorite features in Abstract is Collections — I love how simple 
it is to grab screens from different files (in master) and be able 
to compile them for a presentation at any given time for early 
feedback or even reference once a pattern has been completed 
and documented. Collections are a great way to look at team 
accomplishments.

What is the impact of Cisco’s Momentum design 
system? How much time do you estimate your 
company has saved as a result of the time 
you’ve invested into the system?

The measurable time and impact is extremely hard to quantify, and 
is one of those unicorn metrics I’ve always wanted to be able to 
report on, coming from an analyst background. I’ve talked with a 
few of our developers and designers consuming Momentum, and 
the answers vary widely by role. 

I would place an estimate on our time/cost savings on the design 
side somewhere in the “tens of thousands of hours” range, and on 
the development side easily landing somewhere in the “hundreds 
of thousands of hours” range, just since the introduction of 
Momentum. On the development side, the time/cost savings is 
naturally higher because we employ a lot more developers than 
designers because the Webex family is massive. 
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I think the development and tooling side of a design system 
gets less attention, because it is noticeably absent in the name. 
Development systems are typically a front-end framework, and 
a design system is all about design, right? I don’t think so — I 
know firsthand that if we did not have dedicated developers to 
implement any agreed-upon designs, the core of the Momentum 
Design system would never have matured enough to launch. 

We have used a modified federated model to bring development 
leads from outside the Momentum team to work closely with 
us for a month or two, then returning to their team to educate 
their peers. On the design side, it has really opened up our lines 
of communication to be vigilant about what our system is. It is 
a system of the products, built by the products, and the more 
frequently we interact with the product designers, the better we are 
able to facilitate needs across the organization where similar needs 
probably already exist. This model has been successful to us, as 
long as we have had a core team that is a direct line of support to 
our users across the Webex portfolio. 
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ALEX MACDUFF  
USER EXPERIENCE DESIGNER, DEVERUS 

STOP USING OTHER PEOPLE’S DESGIN SYSTEMS

A design system isn’t like a 
code of ethics. It’s more like 
a set of company values. It’s 
good for everyone to share 

the same ethics. But it’s not 
necessarily appropriate for 
every company to share the 

same values.

https://uxdesign.cc/stop-using-other-peoples-design-systems-c50cbf209c9f


Governance
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A good governance strategy is based on how we communicate out 
changes. Some teams nominate a person on each product team 
to serve the role of “librarian.” During critique, they are the ones 
to raise an eyebrow if a new pattern or component is created. And 
they are given the power to push back.

We recommend creating a set of guidelines for when a new 
component can be added.

Here are some questions to help you get started:

1. Do we have a component that already does the same thing?

2. If so, why aren’t we using it?

3. If not, is it worth our time to build a new one?

4. Can other teams use it?

5. Does it perform well in user tests / usability tests?

6. Can we tie it to a success metric?

7. How do we educate designers about new component?

This process also helps in career building because it allows junior 
designers to serve the librarian role and share this documentation 
in a performance review. 

Who’s in charge and what does that look like?
Once you have components, the next question is: How do we 
manage them over time? The short answer: Establish a governance 
strategy.

Content strategists were the first to use and understand the  
term “governance” in a modern business context: the long-term 
management of content. What does governance look like for 
designers in design systems? Good question.
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Brad Frost, author of Atomic Design discusses governance for 
design systems in chapter 5, “Creating Maintainable Design 
Systems.” Design systems need these 10 guidelines in order to 
exist, thrive, and evolve.

• Make it official.

• Make it adaptable.

• Make it maintainable.

• Make it cross-disciplinary.

• Make it approachable.

• Make it visible.

• Make it bigger.

• Make it context-agnostic.

• Make it contextual.

• Make it last.

While all of these guidelines are vital to a design system 
governance, let’s focus on making it adaptable and  
cross-disciplinary.

A.B.U. (Always Be Updating)
The biggest mistake you can make when scaling a design system is 
thinking that you’re done. You can always do something better, and 
new requirements are always coming out. You need to be in it for 
the long haul.

Standards change. For instance, Apple’s Human Interface 
Guidelines gained some new updates this year, and it will probably 
change again next year. You need to be constantly updating to stay 
on top of user expectations.

http://atomicdesign.bradfrost.com/
http://atomicdesign.bradfrost.com/chapter-5/#creating-maintainable-design-systems
http://atomicdesign.bradfrost.com/chapter-5/#creating-maintainable-design-systems
https://developer.apple.com/design/human-interface-guidelines/
https://developer.apple.com/design/human-interface-guidelines/
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Measuring the success of a design system looks 
different for everyone
How do you know if your design system is successful? It’s tempting 
to make a CVS receipt–length list of key performance indicators 
(KPIs) you want to hit.

In our experience at Abstract, we believe it’s best to keep it simple. 
When measuring the success of your system, ask yourself:

• Is it helping or hurting us?

• Are the other folks at my company using what I built or are they 
choosing to do something custom?

• Is the system being talked about socially, or is it living in 
obscurity?

Take time to reflect
Creating a design system is a process. And that means you’re 
always learning as you go, especially when you go down the 
“wrong” path. This is where reflection comes in.

Finally, a design system is a living entity. It has to be maintained, 
updated, curated, reviewed, developed, and constantly assessed in 
all its parts (from its functional, patterns, usability and accessibility 
points of view) so nobody has to reinvent the wheel. In order to do 
so, the most important tool we have is the team of people who are 
involved with it: the design system team, but also all the others 
who use it as a service.
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DESIGNING ACCESSIBLE EXPERIENCES AT SCALE

A design system is the right 
place to start your inclusivity 

efforts because it’s the 
foundation of your product.

https://xd.adobe.com/ideas/principles/web-design/accessibility-design-at-scale/


Design systems 
glossary
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A handy overview  
of common terms
If you’re feeling like, “I’ve got this — I’m ready to make all the things 
for my design system,” good for you. Just know upfront that while 
a well-greased design system tends to include a large chunk of 
the following ingredients, it’s hardly the case that a design system 
includes every ingredient. That’s what makes each recipe for a 
design system unique. 

To help clarify the difference between terms with interconnected 
meanings and functions, here’s a brief glossary with links to deeper 
insights.  

Accessibility (frequently abbreviated  
with the numeronym a11y) 
Accessible design allows people of various abilities to understand 
and use products and applications. Improving your product’s 
accessibility helps users of varying abilities, including those 
with low vision, hearing or cognitive impairments, or situational 
disabilities, like a broken wrist. Accessibility includes providing 
keyboard interaction alternatives for mouse-based actions, properly 
identifying form fields and buttons, providing text alternatives for 
images, videos, and icons, and building components that properly 
communicate their assistive technologies.

Components vs. patterns

ORIGINAL DIAGRAM: UX PIN

https://www.uxpin.com/studio/blog/design-systems-vs-pattern-libraries-vs-style-guides-whats-difference/
https://www.uxpin.com/studio/blog/design-systems-vs-pattern-libraries-vs-style-guides-whats-difference/
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Components and patterns are the building blocks of a design 
system, but people often confuse the two. In Modular Web Design, 
Nathan Curtis of Eight Shapes describes components as “designed 
and built in code, ready for reuse by plopping in a Sketch file or 
HTML page.” Components range in complexity, from a simple 
button or drop-down to a complex data table. 

Curtis describes patterns as abstract, principled guidance applied 
as you design and build. For example, a common UI design pattern 
might define the shape, color, and style of a call-to-action button. 

Components and patterns are both reusable elements, and 
composable components can be combined to create new patterns.  

The Ebay Accessibility MIND pattern library uses 4 guiding 
principles of accessibility, collectively known as POUR: 
Perceivable; Operable; Understandable; and Robust.

Learn more from Curtis in Patterns ≠ Components.

ORIGINAL DIAGRAM: VAR YA

https://www.amazon.com/Modular-Web-Design-Components-Documentation/dp/0321601351
https://medium.com/@nathanacurtis
https://ebay.gitbook.io/mindpatterns/
https://medium.com/eightshapes-llc/patterns-components-2ce778cbe4e8
https://varya.me/blog/design-systems-review/
https://varya.me/blog/design-systems-review/
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Design component vs. code component
Taking the above a step further, if you use Sketch, you’ll learn 
about the difference between a design component — a symbol 
in Sketch — and a code component, which is often a React 
component or Vue component. React and Vue are Javascript 
frameworks that developers use to create user interfaces.

Libraries
The term library may come up in several ways and used 
interchangeably, depending on the programs you’re using.

• A Library is a type of design file containing components and 
styles that can be shared across your Organization.

• A Pattern Library is a collection of reusable patterns that are 
shared across teams and assembled to build products. 

• A Sketch Library includes a type of Sketch file with Symbols, 
Text Styles, and Layer Styles that can be shared. You can share 
a Library across an Organization’s Projects by linking it or you 
can use a Library to keep a single Project consistent. Learn how 
to create a new Sketch Library here.

Symbol vs. asset vs. component
A symbol is a term previously used by many design tools to refer to 
a reusable unit of design. This could be as simple as an alert badge 
to as complex as a card with many smaller elements inside of it. 
It was something you could create once and use many times, and 
override with different styling.

A component is the newer term that evolved from the term symbol. 
It still has the same general definition as “a basic, reusable 
building block of design,” however it often implies more complexity. 
A single component might have several different states or styles 
which would be applied in different use cases.

An asset is a tangible piece of design, and is often used in the 
design to development handoff process. Examples of assets 
include icons, illustrations, photographs, videos, audio files, or  
text files.

https://reactjs.org/
https://vuejs.org/
https://sketchapp.com/docs/symbols/
https://sketchapp.com/docs/text/text-styles/
https://sketchapp.com/docs/styling/shared-styles/
https://www.abstract.com/help/libraries/link-libraries/
https://www.abstract.com/help/libraries/add-library/
https://www.abstract.com/help/libraries/add-library/
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 These terms are frequently used interchangeably. Sketch uses 
the term ‘symbols’ and stores   them in a side panel called 
‘components.’ Adobe XD switched to using the term ‘component’ 
in place of symbol and stores components in a side panel called 
‘assets’.

Rules vs. guidelines vs. style guide
Design teams use rules, guidelines, and style guides to create 
consistency across products and brands.

• A style guide  is a set of standards for product, brand, and 
writing. An organization would use a style guide to establish 
certain parameters for photography style and voice such as “We 
always use color photos” or “We never use illustrations” or “We 
always use active voice.” 

• Guidelines are recommendations for proper use of the 
components and patterns of a design system. An organization 
might have different types of modals in the design system. A 
guideline would outline criteria for when and where to use each 
type of modal.

• A rule is a principle or directive that might be paired with a 
guideline to ensure that designers follow design system best 
practices. For example, a company that adheres to strict 
accessibility standards might have a rule that states all icons 
must be accompanied by text, or all images must have well-
defined alt text.
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Interested in getting  
your team set up ?
 
We’ll help you customize a solution that suits your needs.  
Learn more by visiting abstract.com/enterprise and reach out to a 
member of our Sales team. 

About Abstract 
 
Abstract is a platform that brings visibility to the entire design 
process by connecting and centralizing the people, files, and 
documentation needed to move work forward.
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